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About This Game

This visual novel about an ordinary man with his typical problems. Suddenly, you got a report that your distant cousin died in a
car crash. Fortunately, her daughter wasn't with her. You take the girl under your wing.

But Soon, Something Starts to Go Wrong...
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Title: Say Goodbye
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
morojenoe's empire
Publisher:
morojenoe's empire
Release Date: 3 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 1.5Ghz Processor or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics Chip

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian
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* Horrible machine-translated text that isn't even intelligible half the time.
* Horrible VN engine with a limited number of save slots that don't always work and a skip function that also doesn't always
work.
* Two achievements that are obtainable only by buying a 10\u20ac DLC.

Skip this, not worth your time.

P.S. Pluto is not a planet.. well, what can i really say about this story.. it just freaking me out in the end. The main think that i
like about this game is when i was playing it, i forget that this is just a game and i fall in the story like it was all about mine but
than it turns out a horrible deadend,

I recommend to play this game for those who like this kind of story based games,. It is a VN that gives you a chapter or two for
free and hopes you buy the rest of the chapters. After playing a short amount of time I thought "this game is terrible" and
deleted it. English translation is really bad to the point of being almost incomprehensable in points. Borring as heck and seems
like a waste of time.. Maybe the other translations are better, but I can't recommend the English version of this game. The music
is nice but overpowering at times (with nil option to change the volume or mute) and the drawings are as-on-the-box, but the
translation is nigh unintelligible. Also, the skip button doesn't work and the pacing with choices is very uneven.
I think the game characters say it best:
"At first you seemed to me normal. And after it, I even don't know."
"Did you see that? She seemed such good at first [given the 'mostly positive' ratings on steam]."
- Square brackets added, but otherwise - yes, those are direct quotes, and the level of translation you can expect.
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